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Our claim:Our claim:

Any structure can be Any structure can be 

►► extended to a structure of strings andextended to a structure of strings and

►► expanded by a relation expanded by a relation R R 

to to 

a structure with P = NP.a structure with P = NP.
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2.2. Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

3.3. Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP

4.4. An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP

5.5. SummarySummary
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Structures Structures (of finite signature):(of finite signature):

ΣΣ == ((UU ; ; cc1 1 ,,……, , ccu u ;  ;  ff1 1 ,,……, , ffvv ;  ;  RR1 1 ,,……, , RRww , =), =)

constants   operations        relationsconstants   operations        relations

Examples:    Examples:    ℤℤ22 == ({0, 1}; 0, 1; +, ({0, 1}; 0, 1; +, ·· ; ; ==)) ((⇨⇨ Turing machines)Turing machines)
ℝℝ == ((ℝℝ ; 0,1,...; 0,1,... ; +, ; +, ––, , ·· ; ; ≤≤) ) ((⇨⇨ BSS model)BSS model)

ΣΣstringstring== ((UU**; ; εε a, ba, b; ; addadd , , subsubll ,, subsubrr; =); =)
ΣΣℕℕ = = (ℕℕ; 0, 1; ; 0, 1; shrshr, , shlshl, , incinc ◦◦ shlshl; ; RR, , ≤≤))

TheThe computation over any structurecomputation over any structure

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
SummarySummary
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Structure: Structure: Σ Σ = (= (UU ; ; cc1 1 ,,……, , ccu u ;  ;  ff1 1 ,,……, , ffvv ;  ;  RR1 1 ,,……, , RRww , =), =)

Computation: Computation: ll:  :  ZZkk ≔≔ ffjj((ZZkk11 ,,……, , ZZkkmmjj
)) ;;

ll:  :  ZZkk ≔≔ ccjj ;;

Branching:    Branching:    ll:  :  ifif RRjj((ZZkk11 ,,……, , ZZkknnjj
)) then then gotogoto ll1 1 else else gotogoto ll22; ; 

ll:  :  ifif ZZkk == ZZjj then then gotogoto ll1 1 else else gotogoto ll22; ; 

Copy:Copy: ll: : ZZIIkk≔≔ ZZIIjj ;;

Index computation:Index computation: IIkk≔≔ 1;  1;  IIkk≔≔ IIkk++1;  1;  if if IIkk == IIjj then then gotogoto ll1 1 else else gotogoto ll22 ;;

TheThe computation instructionscomputation instructions

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
SummarySummary
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The input:The input:

((ZZ11,,……, , ZZnn)) ≔≔ ((xx11,,……, , xxnn)) ∈∈ ∪∪ii≥≥11UU ii

EveryEvery uu∈∈ U U can be stored in one registercan be stored in one register..

The input and guessing: The input and guessing: 

((ZZ11,,……, , ZZnn ,, ZZn+n+11,,……, , ZZn+mn+m)) ≔≔ ((xx11,,……, , xxnn ,, yy11,,……, , yymm)) ∈∈ ∪∪ii≥≥11UU ii

Arbitrary elements can be guessed!Arbitrary elements can be guessed!

DeterministicDeterministic and and nonnon--deterministicdeterministic
machinesmachines

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
SummarySummary
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Computation in polynomial time:Computation in polynomial time:

For any machine For any machine M  M  there is some there is some polynomial polynomial ppMM

such that  for allsuch that  for all ((xx11,,……, , xxnn))

MM halts forhalts for x =x = ((xx11,,……, , xxnn) ) withinwithin ppMM ((nn) ) steps.steps.

The execution of one operation =  one time unit.The execution of one operation =  one time unit.

PPΣ Σ ⊆⊆ NPNPΣΣ PPΣΣ⊆⊆ DECDECΣ                              Σ                              NPNPΣΣ⊈⊈ DECDECΣΣ ⇒⇒ PPΣΣ ≠≠ NPNPΣΣ

TheThe computation in polynomial timecomputation in polynomial time
for the uniform modelfor the uniform model

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
SummarySummary
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Structure: Structure: Σ Σ = (= (UU ; ; aa, , bb, , cc3 3 ,,……, , ccu u ;  ;  ff1 1 ,,……, , ffvv ;  ;  RR1 1 ,,……, , RRww , =), =)

Oracle:Oracle: A  A  ⊆⊆ UU∞∞ ==dfdf ∪∪ii ≥≥11U U ii

Oracle query:    Oracle query:    ll:  :  if if ((ZZ11,,……, , ZZII11 )) ∈∈ A  A  then then gotogoto ll1 1 else else gotogoto ll2 2 ; ; 

The length can be computed by The length can be computed by II11≔≔ 1;  1;  II11≔≔ II11++1; 1; ……..

Proposition (Proposition (Baker, Gill, and Baker, Gill, and SolovaySolovay; Emerson; ...); Emerson; ...)::

For any structureFor any structure ΣΣ, , there is some oraclethere is some oracle OO Σ  Σ  such thatsuch that PPΣΣ
OOΣΣ =  =  NPNPΣΣ

OOΣΣ ..

Oracle machinesOracle machines

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
SummarySummary
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A universal oracle:A universal oracle:

∈∈ U U t t 

OOΣΣ = { (= { (xx, , CodeCode((M M ), ), bb,,……, , bb)  |   )  |   

xx ∈∈ U U ∞∞ &  &  MM is a nonis a non--deterministic deterministic OOΣΣ--machinemachine

&   &   MM((xx))↓↓tt}}

MM acceptsaccepts x =x = ((xx1 1 ,,……, , xxnn) ) ∈∈ U U ∞∞ withinwithin tt steps.steps.

PPΣΣ
OOΣΣ =  =  NPNPΣΣ

OOΣΣ

The oracleThe oracle OOΣΣ with with PPΣΣ
OOΣΣ =  =  NPNPΣΣ

OOΣΣ

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
SummarySummary
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Our goal:Our goal:
►► A relation A relation R R allows to decide whether allows to decide whether z z ∈∈ OOΣΣ..
►► R R can be definedcan be defined recursively.recursively.

Problems:Problems:
►► Each relation has a fixed Each relation has a fixed arityarity..
►► OOΣΣ contains contains tuplestuples of any length.of any length.

►► For many structures: For many structures: 
The The tuplestuples of arbitrary length cannot be encoded by of arbitrary length cannot be encoded by tuplestuples of fixed length.of fixed length.

A solution: A solution: 
►► Strings.Strings.

Why do we use strings?Why do we use strings?

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
SummarySummary
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ΣΣ = = ((U*U* ; ; εε, , aa, , bb,, cc33,,……, , ccu u ;; addadd, , subsubll, , subsubrr,, ff11,,……, , ffvv ; ; RR11,,……,,RRww, , RR,, ==))
s = ds = d1 1 ······ ddkk∈∈ U*U* stored in one registerstored in one register
((dd11,...,,..., ddkk) ) ∈∈ UU k  k  ⊂⊂ UU∞∞ stored in stored in kk registersregisters

addadd((ss, , dd) = ) = sdsd subsubll((sdsd) = ) = s s subsubrr((sdsd) = ) = dd
s s ∈∈ U*U*,, dd∈∈ UU

RRii⊆⊆ UU nnii

ffii((ss11, , ……, , ssmmii) ) = = εε ifif ||ssjj|| >1>1 for somefor some jj

Structures over stringsStructures over strings

d1 d2 ··· dk-1 dk d

s s = d1··· dk−1dk

sd = d1··· dkd

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
SummarySummary
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Example:Example: ΣΣ = = ({({aa, , bb}}* * ; ; εε, , aa, , bb; ; addadd, , subsubll; =; =))

Definition:Definition: s s ⊂⊂11 rr ⇔⇔ subsubll((rr) = ) = ss..

Lemma. Lemma. For For tt steps of a machine holds:steps of a machine holds:
1.1. The input values, the guesses, and the new computed values form The input values, the guesses, and the new computed values form maximal maximal 

chains  chains  ss1 1 ⊂⊂11 ······ ⊂⊂11 sskk ..
2.2. The maximal chains form trees. Every tree has only one minimal eThe maximal chains form trees. Every tree has only one minimal element.lement.
3.3. The predecessors The predecessors r r ⊂⊂11 ss11 of the minimal elementsof the minimal elements ss11 are not computed.are not computed.

Corollary: Corollary: 
The  minimal elements can be replaced without changing the coThe  minimal elements can be replaced without changing the computation path.mputation path.
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Our goal:Our goal:
►► Structures Structures ΣΣ with  with  NPNPΣΣ⊆⊆ DECDECΣ Σ ..

Problems:Problems:
►► Arbitrary strings can be guessed.Arbitrary strings can be guessed.
►► A new A new RR could imply Hcould imply HΣΣR R ∈∈ NPNPΣΣR R \\ DECDEC ΣΣRR

for the  halting problem Hfor the  halting problem HΣΣR R ..

Solution:  Solution:  
►► Padding strings:    Padding strings:    

RR((ss) ) ⇒⇒ ((∃∃rr ∈∈ U*U* )) (( s s = = rara||rr|| ).).

It allows to replace It allows to replace 
long inputs and guesses long inputs and guesses 
by short strings over by short strings over {{aa, , bb}.}.

Why do we pad the codes?Why do we pad the codes?
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ΣΣ == ((U*U* ; ; aa, , bb, , cc3 3 ,,……, , ccu u ;  ;  ff1 1 ,,……, , ffvv ;  ;  RR1 1 ,,……, , RRww , =)   , =)   
ΣΣRR = Expansion of = Expansion of Σ Σ by by RR

A universal oracle:A universal oracle:

Let Let WWΣ  Σ  ⊂⊂ U U ∞∞ withwith PPΣΣ
WWΣΣ =  =  NPNPΣΣ

WWΣ   Σ   (derived from (derived from OOΣ Σ ))..

The relation The relation RR::

rr11······ rrkk a a ||rr11······ rrkk|| ∈∈ RR ⇔⇔ ((rr11,...,,..., rrkk ) ) ∈∈ WWΣ    Σ    

Theorem: Theorem: 
PPΣΣRR = = NPNPΣΣR R ..

TheThe newnew relationrelation RR
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PPΣΣRR = = NPNPΣΣRR

ProofProof of of PPΣΣRR = = NPNPΣΣR.R. byby a a reductionreduction. . 

UNI UNI =={({(xx11,..., ,..., xxnn,, CodeCode((M M ), ), bb,..., ,..., bb) |  ) |  xx ∈∈ ((U*U*))∞∞ & & MM is is NPNPΣΣRR--mach.mach. &   &   MM((xx))↓↓tt}}

UNIUNI = RES= RES--UNIUNI (the length of guesses can be restricted)(the length of guesses can be restricted)

Output:  Output:  a   a   /   /   bb

SUBSUB--UNIUNI ((short input strings)short input strings) SUBSUB--UNIUNI⊂⊂ RESRES--UNIUNI

-- Transform the input Transform the input tupletuple into a string,                            into a string,                            
-- double the length,double the length,
- check the new string by means of check the new string by means of RR..

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
SummarySummary

-- Decompose  Decompose  xx11,..., ,..., xxnn into equivalence classes,           into equivalence classes,           
-- replace replace xx11,..., ,..., xxnn by suitable short strings by suitable short strings 

such that possible chains are not destroyed.such that possible chains are not destroyed.
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TheThe replacementsreplacements forfor anan ordered ordered 
structure (1)structure (1)

(ℕℕ; 0, 1; ; 0, 1; shrshr, , shlshl, , incinc ◦◦ shlshl; ; RR, , ≤≤))
The binary code of an input:The binary code of an input: 11000 11000 ······1101010110111111010101101111101111111101111111

Results after 9 steps:Results after 9 steps: 11000 11000 ······1101010110111111010101101111101111111101111111
11000 11000 ······110101011011111101010110111110100000
11000 11000 ······1101010110111111010101101111101111111101111111010010
11000 11000 ······11010101101111110101011011111010

Description by a tree:Description by a tree:

long prefixlong prefix

long prefix

minimal minimal elementelement
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The replacements for an ordered The replacements for an ordered 
structure (2)structure (2)

(ℕℕ; 0, 1; ; 0, 1; shrshr, , shlshl, , incinc ◦◦ shlshl; ; RR, , ≤≤))

If If s s satisfies satisfies RR,, then then ss can be replaced by some can be replaced by some ss00

binbin((ss)) = = rr11||rr| | rr = = ‹‹binbin((xx11),...,),..., binbin((xxnn))›› Code*Code*((M M ) ) 00tt

binbin((ss00)) = = rr0011||rr00|| rr00 = = ‹‹1010··········›› Code*Code*((MM00)) 0000  0000  

any lengthany length where  where  ∀∀xx MM00( ( xx) ) ↓↓44
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The replacements for an ordered The replacements for an ordered 
structure (3)structure (3)

Long prefixes in the binary code ofLong prefixes in the binary code of

large guesses large guesses 
large inputslarge inputs

can be replacedcan be replaced by short prefixesby short prefixes

without changingwithout changing the computation paththe computation path
such that the such that the order remains validorder remains valid..

long prefix bin(p1)

TheThe uniform uniform model of computationmodel of computation
Oracles implying POracles implying PAA = = NPNPAA

Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
An ordered structure with P An ordered structure with P = = NPNP
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long prefix bin(p2)

p1 ≤ p2

short prefix bin(q1) short prefix bin(q2)q1 ≤ q2
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P = NPP = NP
forfor

Σ Σ = = (ℕℕ; 0, 1; ; 0, 1; shrshr, , shlshl, , incinc ◦◦ shlshl; ; RR, , ≤≤))

TheThe reductionreduction ((ProofProof of of PPΣΣ =  =  NPNPΣΣ):):

UNIUNIΣ Σ = = RESRES--UNIUNIΣ                                                  Σ                                                  (the guesses can be restricted (the guesses can be restricted 
such thatsuch that the order remains validthe order remains valid))

SUBSUB--UNIUNIΣ  Σ  ((small inputs)small inputs) SUBSUB--UNIUNIΣ Σ ⊂⊂ RESRES--UNIUNIΣ Σ 

Output:  Output:  a a / / bb

Replace inputs Replace inputs such that the order remains validsuch that the order remains valid..
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Relations derived from oracles with P Relations derived from oracles with P = = NPNP
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SummarySummary
of ideas:of ideas:

1.1. KoiranKoiran (1994):(1994): DNP = NP for DNP = NP for ((ℝℝ ; ; 0, 10, 1; +,  − ;  ; +,  − ;  ≤≤))
2.2. PoizatPoizat (1995): (1995): Is there a structure of finite signature with Is there a structure of finite signature with P = NP?P = NP?
3.3. PrunescuPrunescu (2001): (2001): Talk on an idea to define an additional relation  over a term Talk on an idea to define an additional relation  over a term 

algebra which implies P = NPalgebra which implies P = NP
4.4. MainhardtMainhardt (2001): (2001): P = NP for aP = NP for a structure of infinite signature structure of infinite signature 
5.5. GaGaßßnerner (2004):(2004): P = NP for P = NP for structures over trees with decidable identitystructures over trees with decidable identity

A summary of the ideas for the A summary of the ideas for the 
construction of structures of finite construction of structures of finite 

signature with P = NPsignature with P = NP

Replace Replace 
arbitrary guesses arbitrary guesses 
by small guessesby small guesses

(1.)

Define Define 
an additionalan additional

relationrelation
(2.)(2.)

Derive theDerive the
new relations from new relations from 
a universal oraclea universal oracle

(4.)(4.)

Slow Slow 
operations for a operations for a 

recursive definition of a recursive definition of a 
relationrelation

(3.)(3.)
PaddingPadding

the codes of the the codes of the 
members of members of 

a universal oraclea universal oracle
(5.)(5.)

SeveralSeveral
investigations of investigations of 

computationcomputation
pathspaths
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An additional relation An additional relation RR
on padded codeson padded codes

of the members of a universal oracleof the members of a universal oracle

Binary treesBinary trees
with decidable identity with decidable identity 

relationrelation

Trees rees 
of linear widthof linear width

with identity relationwith identity relation

StringsStrings
with operations for with operations for 

adding and deleting the adding and deleting the 
last characterlast character

An ordered structureAn ordered structure
overover

integersintegers

Several structures of finite signature Several structures of finite signature 
with P = NPwith P = NP

P = NPP = NP
forfor
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In order to get  PIn order to get  PΣΣRR = NP= NPΣΣRR we can choose:we can choose:

►► Using some Using some oracleoracle as as OOΣΣ and padding the elements.and padding the elements.
TheThe oracle can be derived from:oracle can be derived from:

UNIUNIΣΣ
SATSATΣΣ

►► A A directly directly recursive definition of the relation recursive definition of the relation RR
(analogously to an oracle(analogously to an oracle).).

Outlook:Outlook:
Which form of definitions of an Which form of definitions of an 
additional relation are possible?additional relation are possible?
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►► Does there hold P = NP for some Does there hold P = NP for some knownknown structures of structures of 
finite signature?finite signature?

►► Are there other constructions of structures with P = NP Are there other constructions of structures with P = NP 
without using padding?without using padding?

SomeSome openopen questionsquestions
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Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!

Christine Christine GaßnerGaßner
GreifswaldGreifswald..

Thanks also to  Thanks also to  
VolkmarVolkmar LiebscherLiebscher, , 
Rainer Rainer SchimmingSchimming..

P = NP P = NP forfor ExpansionsExpansions DerivedDerived fromfrom SomeSome OraclesOracles
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ΣΣ = = ((U*U* ; ; εε, , aa, , bb,, cc33,,……, , ccu u ;; addadd, , subsubll, , subsubrr,, ff11,,……, , ffvv ; ; RR11,,……,,RRww,, ==))
ΣΣRR = Expansion of = Expansion of Σ Σ by by RR

WWΣΣ
(0)(0) =  =  ØØ

WWΣΣ
((ii+1)+1) = {([= {([‹‹xx››], ], CodeCode((MM ), [), [bbtt ]) ]) ∈∈ UU i  i  || M M is nonis non--detdet. . WWΣΣ

((ii))--mach.mach. &   &   MM((xx))↓↓tt } } 

WWΣΣ = = ∪∪ii ≥≥1 1 WWΣΣ
((ii)       )       PPΣΣ

WWΣΣ =  =  NPNPΣΣ
WWΣΣ

s = ds = d1 1 ······ ddkk∈∈ U*U* string over string over UU stored in one registerstored in one register
[[dd1 1 ······ ddkk] = (] = (dd11,..., ,..., ddkk) ) ∈∈ UU k       k       kk--tupletuple over over U U stored in stored in kk registersregisters
xx ∈∈ ((U*U*))∞∞ tupletuple of strings over of strings over UU
‹‹xx›› ∈∈ U*U* code the code the tupletuple xx

The relation The relation RR::
RR((ss)     )     ⇔⇔ ((∃∃rr ∈∈ U*U* )) ([([rr]]∈∈ WWΣ    Σ    && s s = = rara||rr|| ))

Theorem: Theorem: 
PPΣΣRR = = NPNPΣΣRR..

Appendix: Appendix: TheThe newnew relationrelation RR
(some details)(some details)
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